
RAPID IMPLEMENTATION


REVOLUTIONARY INSIGHTS


gAME CHANGING Solutions


We acquire and transform your data up to 4x faster than other analytics 
platforms. Plus, when your data is live, it’s accurate, and we provide a 
report card to prove it!



We assign a dedicated Implementation & Customer Success Manager to 
ensure your project stays on track. We’ll create a project plan, gather data 
requirements, interact with vendors, integrate & enrich data, and provide 
ongoing support and training for your team.




Aviso is a powerful resource that can provide actionable insights through 
features such as compliance monitoring, wellness investment, plan cost vs. 
budgeting, health segmentation, high-cost claimants, and emerging risk, 
to name a few. Once a strategy is put into place, our platform monitors and 
measures the strategy's effectiveness to determine the return-on-
investment metrics and return on value.




Our exclusive marketplace points you in the right direction to take action 
on the insights we provide through Aviso. These expertly chosen solution 
partners are here to help drive lasting results.



We have solution partners for RFP, pharmacy, fraud & abuse, captives, 
pharmacogenetics, medical transparency, and more. We’re continuously 
adding more solution providers throughout the healthcare industry to our 
marketplace so we can be your one-stop-shop for insights & solutions.



TAKE ACTION TODAY



Book a demo below to learn how we can get you

Mission Ready today!



www.navmd.com/book-a-demo 

ARE YOU

MISSION READY?

KEYS TO SUCCESS


THE PROBLEM


THE SOLUTION


Healthcare costs have outpaced all other expenses and are typically the #2 expense 
behind labor costs for many organizations while continuing to rise. Employers turn to 
their advisors to help optimize their benefits programs to continue to provide the best 
benefits packages that allow them to hire and retain the best talent.




An analytics platform is necessary for modern-day advisors to proactively look at health 
plan data to help identify high-cost claims and members who may need assistance. At 
NavMD, we don’t just stop at providing actionable insights. We load your data fast and 
accurately and pair insights with our exclusive marketplace solutions filled with 
partners who take action on our insights.


